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Secret Dreams: The Complete Series 2018-04-02
this set includes all four books in the steamy and heart melting secret
dreams series secret words can love conquer all when it s up against an
anonymous blackmailer a scheming ex fiancée and a scandalous secret
career when jasmine meets kane she s bowled over by her strong
attraction for him but she has a secret she s not comfortable sharing
with the architect who s sweeping her off her feet having been betrayed
by an ex she vows not to put herself in a position where she could be
humiliated again just because she s a steamy romance writer kane has a
protective side that immediately takes over when he bumps into an
injured jasmine with their instant chemistry hitting him in the chest he
finds himself wanting to protect her in more ways than one but his life
is complicated while his engagement to a scheming woman was never about
love his breakup with her is problematic they re fighting their
attraction while trying to keep their secrets hidden when jasmine is
blackmailed staying away from kane seems the only way forward can their
love overcome all obstacles secret designs can a one night stand turn
into forever despite a humiliating gold digger test commitment fears and
untrusting hearts when ari has a one night stand with her friend s
brother in law she fully intends to move on from it without any drama
but dylan is someone she can t stop thinking about and wanting again
problem is he doesn t do relationships badly burned by an ex dylan only
allows himself one night stands but after his night with ari he has to
be with her again even if it means making things complicated their
mutual attraction is too strong to ignore and one night turns into many
but when dylan s friend subjects ari to a humiliating gold digger test
she s devastated hurt and betrayed dylan is determined to win ari back
can he prove to her that he s worth the risk or is ari s heart too
broken to trust him again secret moves can a perfectly planned hot fling
avoid any possibility of heartbreak for kris her best friend s wedding
brings out desires she can t ignore no it s not a boyfriend she s after
her needs are too immediate for that after a year of recovering from a
disastrous relationship all she craves is a good hot short fling when
trey learns that the beautiful bridesmaid at his friend s wedding
considered him and then scratched him out as a possible one night stand
he just has to change her mind as an anti relationship kind of guy the
fun intentioned kris is perfect for him but kris has a bad habit of
falling for playboys and trey s past is enough to put him off
relationships forever how can they grab the chance at a liberating
future when painful experiences stand in their path secret tastes can a
fake romance that s turning into something real survive the malicious
actions of a jealous ex samantha intends to resign from her father s
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accounting practice and move to another state to follow her dream of
establishing a catering business but she doesn t want to break her
parents hearts when her cousin suggests telling them that a man is the
reason behind her decision she finds the perfect excuse to give her
hopelessly romantic folks adam doesn t mind playing the role of sam s
fake boyfriend she s a friend in need and he s a helpful guy besides he
is desperate to show a clingy ex that they are truly over and sam acting
as his girlfriend is the perfect solution when their pretense becomes
all too real adam s jealous ex makes sure they don t end up together how
can sam trust adam when she believes she has proof he s not ready to
move on and how can adam convince sam of his feelings when she s intent
on moving away from him keywords contemporary romance romantic comedy
friends to lovers friends with benefits fake dating career and love
friendships steamy romance box set boxed set collection complete series

Secret Words 2013-07-14
a steamy and sweet stand alone novel that will touch the core of your
heart when jasmine allen met kane summers in the unlikeliest of places
she wasn t expecting the swift and immediate attraction she felt for him
but jasmine had a secret she wasn t at all comfortable sharing with
anyone least of all the hunky guy who was literally sweeping her off her
feet kane summers was a sucker for damsels in distress when he found
himself wanting to protect jasmine allen in more ways than one the
instant chemistry they had for each other hit him squarely in the chest
but kane s life was complicated and he wasn t totally free to act on the
fascination he felt for her kane and jasmine were fighting a losing
battle to stay away from each other but circumstances and certain people
beyond their control were very much intent on keeping them apart how
could they find their way past secrets and malicious intents to nurture
a love that if given the chance could last a lifetime each book in the
secret dreams series is a complete stand alone novel that would give you
enjoyment on its own however to maximise your experience of the series
the author recommends reading them in order secret words is the first of
four sexy contemporary romance books from the secret dreams series this
book is for adults only it contains hot sexual content

The Unexpected Husband (Captured by Love Book 8)
2017-06-09
can tristan afford to trust the woman he wants tristan grant s
entertainment venues are now the most popular in the country but his
success has come at a price larry and debbie shipton his main
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competitors are resorting to sabotage to regain their number one
position but that s not the most shocking news the woman he had a one
night stand with claims she s pregnant with his baby the problem is he
can t afford to trust her because her name is paige shipton and she is
larry and debbie s daughter too bad he didn t know that before he slept
with paige but he s determined not to make any more mistakes when it
comes to dealing with the devious shiptons if only he can find a way to
stop being so attracted to paige can paige save her heart from being
irreparably broken paige shipton is going ahead with her pregnancy it
doesn t matter that the father is tristan grant the man who accuses her
of deception simply because of who her parents are she wants the baby
and she s prepared to raise it alone when she tells tristan he doesn t
need to be involved his answer surprises her and she soon finds herself
falling deeply for the man determined to ruin the shipton name with the
conflict between tristan and her parents escalating to destructive
heights can paige avoid getting her heart irreparably broken the
unexpected husband can be read as a standalone for better enjoyment of
the captured by love series the author recommends reading the books in
order book 1 the unwilling executive lucas renner and jade tully book 2
the unyielding bachelor rick donnelly and lexie mead book 3 the
undercover playboy carter garrett and cassie stephens book 4 the
unintended fiancé bradley mead and erin baker book 5 the unforgettable
ex gavin redford and natasha garrett book 6 the unknown billionaire
jarryd westbourne and marilyn grant book 7 the unmasked ceo simon
alexander and geri blaine book 8 the unexpected husband tristan grant
and paige shipton

Ray of Love 2013-03-22
a steamy and sweet stand alone novel that will warm your heart faye
summers was sick of the passion then fizzle path her past relationships
took to get out of that cycle she decided to stick with casual dating
for a while she wanted to make sure her wounds had healed before getting
serious with someone again ray thackery was determined to make faye
summers give him a chance so what if faye thought it would be
complicated because he was the boss of her three best friends they just
wouldn t tell them what was going on until they had to how could they
keep a secret from three people they were both very close to and how
could they handle the heartache that came from having vastly different
expectations regarding their affair each book in the lifestyle by design
series is a complete stand alone novel that would give you enjoyment on
its own however to maximise your experience of the series the author
recommends reading them in order ray of love is the third of three sexy
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contemporary romance books from the lifestyle by design series this book
is for adults only it contains hot sexual content

Secret Moves 2013-12-17
a hot sexy and fun novel that will move you for kristen mccann her best
friend s wedding brought out desires she couldn t ignore no it wasn t a
boyfriend she was after her needs were too immediate for that after a
year of recovering from a disastrous relationship all she craved was a
good hot short fling when trey andrews learned that the beautiful
bridesmaid at his friend s wedding considered him then scratched him out
as a possible one night stand he just had to change her mind as a dyed
in the wool bachelor someone as attractive and fun intentioned as kris
was perfect for him but kris had a bad habit of falling for playboys and
trey s past was enough to put him off relationships forever how could
they grab the chance at a liberating future when painful experiences and
memories of betrayal stood in their path this is a stand alone novel
that would give you enjoyment on its own however to enhance your
experience of this series the author recommends reading them in order
secret moves is the third of four steamy and sweet books from the secret
dreams series book 1 secret words jasmine allen and kane summers book 2
secret designs ari mitchell and dylan summers book 3 secret moves
kristen mccann and trey andrews book 4 secret tastes samantha lane and
adam craig this book is for adults only it contains hot sexual content

Secret Words (A Steamy Contemporary Romance)
2013-07-13
can love conquer all when it s up against an anonymous blackmailer a
scheming ex fiancée and a scandalous secret career when jasmine allen
meets kane summers in the unlikeliest of places she s bowled over by her
strong attraction for him but jasmine has a secret she isn t comfortable
sharing with the celebrated architect who s sweeping her off her feet
having been betrayed by an ex she vows not to put herself in a position
where she could be humiliated again just because she s a steamy romance
writer kane has a protective side that immediately takes over when he
bumps into an injured jasmine with their instant chemistry hitting him
in the chest he finds himself wanting to protect her in more ways than
one but kane s life is complicated while his engagement to a scheming
woman was never about love his breakup with her is problematic jasmine
and kane are fighting their attraction while trying to keep their
secrets hidden when jasmine is blackmailed staying away from kane seems
the only way forward can their love overcome all obstacles secret words
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can be enjoyed as a stand alone novel or as book 1 of the secret dreams
series book 1 secret words jasmine allen and kane summers book 2 secret
designs ari mitchell and dylan summers book 3 secret moves kris mccann
and trey andrews book 4 secret tastes samantha lane and adam craig
keywords free free books erotic romance steamy romance contemporary
romance free millionaire alpha male romance novels free romance books
free free romance book for adults romantic book love at first sight

Heroes with Heat and Heart 3: A Charity Romance
Anthology 2023-06-28
get ready for an explosive collection of sizzling protector romances in
heroes with heat and heart 3 join us as 21 talented authors deliver 21
brand new and scorching stories that will leave you breathless best of
all by supporting this anthology during release week you ll be
contributing to a worthy cause proceeds will go to the wounded warrior
charity providing aid to our courageous veterans let s honor our brave
military members and dive into a world of passion danger and undeniable
love carina alyce emkay connor lc taylor cb samet harper cross heather
scarlett cassie mae denise wells hk jacobs c j corbin d williams finley
brown jen talty katerina simms kendall talbot miranda p charles nichole
severn roxanne tully savannah kade tamrin banks aurelia yates

Secret Designs 2013-09-20
a hot and heart warming novel that will make you melt when ari mitchell
had an unexpected one night stand with her best friend s future brother
in law she had full intentions of moving on from it without any dramas
but dylan summers was someone she couldn t stop thinking about and
wanting again problem was he didn t do relationships dylan summers only
allowed himself one night stands for reasons only he and his two best
friends knew about but after his night with ari mitchell he admitted to
himself he had to be with her again even if it meant making things very
complicated their mutual attraction was simply too strong for them to
ignore but how could ari find a future with a man who avoided commitment
and how could dylan open up to the woman who could heal his heart when
he feared her true motives for being with him

Finally 2014
a steamy and sweet stand alone novel that will steal your heart jessa
allen knew she was plain and average yes she was brainy and successful
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in her career but she wasn t a raving beauty who easily attracted hunky
gorgeous guys so when rob granger asked her out she was shocked a
seriously handsome man who had magnetism she couldn t escape wanted her
that wasn t something that happened everyday rob granger was a self
confessed playboy who had absolutely no plans to be tied down by any
woman he valued his freedom first and foremost but there was something
alluring about jessa allen that drew him like a moth to a flame and he
was intent on satisfying his intense desire for her they both didn t
want to fight their physical attraction for each other but could jessa
trust herself not to fall apart when the time came to let rob go and
could rob ever find freedom in what he considered as a prison to be
avoided at all cost each book in the lifestyle by design series is a
complete stand alone novel that would give you enjoyment on its own
however to maximise your experience of the series the author recommends
reading them in order heart robber is the second of three sexy
contemporary romance books from the lifestyle by design series this book
is for adults only it contains hot sexual content

Heart Robber 2012-12-27
a sexy and sweet stand alone novel that will make you fall in love again
clarise carson was desperate to keep her newly engaged sister from
playing matchmaker at her very own engagement party she couldn t think
of anything more embarrassing than have her sister s guests see her as
the loser in love who couldn t find the one so she dragged a handsome
friend to be her pretend date for the night will matthews attended his
friend rick s engagement party purely for business reasons he had no
desire whatsoever to be introduced to single females who were after a
boyfriend he was far too focused on building his business to the success
he dreamed when will and clarise met sparks flew but how could clarise
stop her old wounds from opening up again and how could will learn to
embrace the one thing he didn t even know he wanted each book in the
lifestyle by design series is a complete stand alone novel that would
give you enjoyment on its own however to maximise your experience of the
series the author recommends reading them in order will to love is the
first of three sexy contemporary romance books from the lifestyle by
design series this book is for adults only it contains hot sexual
content

Will to Love 2012-12-27
can a perfectly planned hot fling avoid any possibility of heartbreak
for kris mccann her best friend s wedding brings out desires she can t
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ignore no it s not a boyfriend she s after her needs are too immediate
for that after a year of recovering from a disastrous relationship all
she craves is a good hot short fling when trey andrews learns that the
beautiful bridesmaid at his friend s wedding considered him and then
scratched him out as a possible one night stand he just has to change
her mind as an anti relationship kind of guy the attractive and fun
intentioned kris is perfect for him but kris has a bad habit of falling
for playboys and trey s past is enough to put him off relationships
forever how can they grab the chance at a liberating future when painful
experiences and memories of betrayal stand in their path secret moves
can be enjoyed as a stand alone novel or as book 3 of the secret dreams
series book 1 secret words jasmine allen and kane summers book 2 secret
designs ari mitchell and dylan summers book 3 secret moves kris mccann
and trey andrews book 4 secret tastes samantha lane and adam craig
keywords romance romance novel erotic romance contemporary romance
romance book playboy to loverboy friends to lovers

Secret Moves (A Steamy Contemporary Romance)
2013-11-08
can a one night stand turn into forever despite a humiliating gold
digger test commitment fears and untrusting hearts when ari mitchell has
an unexpected one night stand with her friend s brother in law she fully
intends to move on from it without any drama but dylan summers is
someone she can t stop thinking about and wanting again problem is he
doesn t do relationships badly burned by an ex dylan only allows himself
one night stands but after his night with ari he admits that he has to
be with her again even if it means making things very complicated their
mutual attraction is simply too strong to ignore and one night turns
into many but when dylan s friend subjects ari to a humiliating gold
digger test she s devastated hurt and betrayed dylan finds himself
determined to win ari back can he prove to her that he s worth the risk
or is ari s heart too broken to trust him again secret designs can be
enjoyed as a stand alone novel or as book 2 of the secret dreams series
book 1 secret words jasmine allen and kane summers book 2 secret designs
ari mitchell and dylan summers book 3 secret moves kris mccann and trey
andrews book 4 secret tastes samantha lane and adam craig keywords
romance romance novel erotic romance contemporary romance romance book
one night stand to forever friends to lovers
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Secret Designs (A Steamy Contemporary Romance)
2013-09-19
can a fake romance that s turning into something real survive the
malicious actions of a jealous ex samantha lane intends to resign from
her father s accounting practice and move to another state to follow her
dream of establishing a catering business but she doesn t want to break
her parents hearts when her cousin suggests telling them that a man is
the reason behind her decision she finds the perfect excuse to give her
hopelessly romantic folks adam craig doesn t mind playing the role of
sam s fake boyfriend she s a friend in need and he s a helpful guy
besides he is desperate to show a clingy ex that they are truly over and
sam acting as his girlfriend is the perfect solution when their pretense
becomes all too real adam s jealous ex makes sure they don t end up
together how can sam trust adam when she believes she has proof he s not
ready to move on and how can adam convince sam of his feelings when she
s intent on moving away from him secret tastes can be enjoyed as a stand
alone novel or as book 4 of the secret dreams series book 1 secret words
jasmine allen and kane summers book 2 secret designs ari mitchell and
dylan summers book 3 secret moves kris mccann and trey andrews book 4
secret tastes samantha lane and adam craig keywords romance romance
novel erotic romance contemporary romance romance book fake dating
friends to lovers

Again 2014
samantha lane wanted to resign from her father s accounting practice and
move to another state to follow her dream of establishing a catering
business but she didn t want to break her parents hearts when her cousin
jokingly suggested to tell them that a man was the reason behind her
decision she found the perfect excuse to give her hopeless romantic
folks adam craig didn t mind playing the role of sam s fake boyfriend
she was a friend in need and he was a helpful guy besides he was
desperate to show a clingy ex that they were truly over and sam acting
as his girlfriend was the perfect solution when their pretense became
all too real a spanner in the works put their future together in
jeopardy how could sam trust adam when she had proof he wasn t ready to
move on and how could adam convince sam of his feelings when she was
intent on moving away from him this is a stand alone novel that would
give you enjoyment on its own however to enhance your experience of this
series the author recommends reading them in order secret tastes is the
final book from the steamy and sweet secret dreams contemporary romance
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series book 1 secret words jasmine allen and kane summers book 2 secret
designs ari mitchell and dylan summers book 3 secret moves kristen
mccann and trey andrews book 4 secret tastes samantha lane and adam
craig this book is for adults only it contains hot sexual content

Secret Tastes (A Steamy Contemporary Romance)
2014-01-19
as a career driven investment banker and a fish out of water single dad
all i want is some help to bond with my son i never thought that a
gorgeous but smart mouthed art teacher from a small town could have me
risking my job and yes my heart too braxton i m a workaholic investment
banker with career goals at the forefront of my life until i m suddenly
the sole parent of a four year old boy whose existence i wasn t aware of
until recently yup i m still picking myself up from the floor i love him
already and want to bond with him but i m clueless when it comes to
fatherhood so i take my son on a trip to small town moonstruck cove to
get a crash course from my parents on how to be a good dad what i don t
anticipate is my child instantly bonding with the town s art teacher the
sassy and beautiful joey barker it s not ideal because that woman still
holds a grudge from our clash a year ago when i was last in town when a
potential big client decides that they want to acquire joey s family s
chocolatier business at any cost i need to fire on all cylinders to keep
my stellar reputation intact but navigating secret dealings is not easy
while i m struggling to conceal my undeniable attraction for joey i just
hope she never finds out what i m at pains to hide that every time i see
a smirk on that pretty face of hers i want to wipe it off with an all
consuming kiss moonstruck kiss is a single dad enemies to lovers small
town romantic comedy with entertaining banter swoon worthy sweetness and
steamy love it is set in a fictional small town in australia and
australian spelling is used throughout the book

Secret Tastes 2014-01-18
she could ruin him and his family and he is tasked to protect her now
xavier not only needs to watch his back he also has to watch his heart
when xavier stirling s father suddenly confesses to fraud xavier
suspects he s being coerced by a notorious criminal then xavier finds
himself the target of false accusations that threaten to ruin his own
business with the police suspecting him of wrongdoing he desperately
looks elsewhere for help enter the indie rebels a secret group
unsanctioned by law enforcement agencies but to get their help xavier
has to become an indie rebel himself his first assignment is to keep
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journalist eve marrin safe without eve knowing she s being protected he
s surprised by the strength of his attraction for her now xavier not
only needs to watch his back he also has to watch his heart for eve
marrin her new job as co lead reporter for a popular public affairs
program is a dream come true she loves nothing more than to uncover
scams unfair business practices and other matters that the public has
the right to know about when she s given a tip to investigate the
fitness training business of xavier stirling she soon realizes she needs
to build a wall around her heart in order to do her work xavier the
contract can be enjoyed as a standalone novel or as book 1 of the indie
rebels series where steamy heart melting romance meets danger mystery
and suspense

Moonstruck Kiss 2024-02-19
he has to stay away from her thirty year old entrepreneur rick donnelly
is under contract to remain unattached until his fifteen year old half
sister turns twenty one if he breaks the rules not only will he have to
hand over the management of his half sister s substantial inheritance to
his reckless stepmother but he ll also have to transfer twenty percent
ownership of his company to the untrustworthy woman when the tempting
lexie mead decides to knock down his heart s defenses he finds himself
in danger of breaking the contract s strict conditions something he
simply cannot afford to do she intends to win his heart twenty six year
old lexie mead has long had feelings for the hunky rick donnelly tired
of being treated as just another one of his friends she sets out to win
his heart from prettier and more aggressive women admirers but rick has
complications to deal with and enemies who will do anything to see him
fail she doesn t want him to lose the things he s worked hard to keep
but how can they have a future together when she is forced to walk away
and rick can t ask her to stay the unyielding bachelor can be enjoyed as
a stand alone or as book 2 of the captured by love series book 1 the
unwilling executive lucas renner and jade tully book 2 the unyielding
bachelor rick donnelly and lexie mead these books are for adults only
they contain hot sex scenes

At Last 2015
jarryd westbourne is shocked to have inherited a billion dollar fortune
from the mother who d given him up for adoption unfortunately business
complications force him to keep it a secret from everyone for a period
of time even from marilyn grant the woman he s crazy about when his
birth mother s husband suddenly challenges the will and accuses him of
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foul play he ends his relationship with marilyn to protect her from any
scandal but can he ever win marilyn back if she discovers what he s been
hiding from her back cover

Xavier 2018-02-18
for brenna ward fulfilling the new year s resolution she made with her
best friends to make time for love this year is proving difficult the
problem isn t finding a date it s the falling in love bit until she
discovers that her best friend s brother has feelings for her ash payne
has tried for years to make brenna notice him to no avail now that
brenna s dating another new guy he s finally forced himself to accept
that she ll never feel the same way about him so he takes steps to
ensure that he moves on from her for real this time when brenna sneaks
her way into ash s every day life the chance to explore what they could
have together presents itself but with complications from a past
relationship muddying the waters can brenna convince ash that her
intentions go beyond merely feeling sorry for him and after years of
unrequited love can ash allow himself to hope again each book in the
time for love series is a strong stand alone novel that would give you
enjoyment on its own to fully enjoy the series however the author
recommends reading them in order book 1 forever rebecca andrews and zach
carmichael book 2 finally sarah daley and jeff carmichael book 3 again
amanda payne and connor reid book 4 always brenna ward and ash payne
book 5 at last gemma aldwyn and greg carmichael coming soon these books
are for adults only they contain hot sexual content

The Unyielding Bachelor (Captured by Love Book
2) 2015-05
he breaks the heart of the woman he loves to keep her safe private
detective gavin redford has a very dangerous enemy intent on revenge
when that criminal threatens the life of any woman he falls in love with
he has no choice but to break up with natasha garrett his best friend s
sister and the woman who means the world to him no question about it he
d rather lose her than put her in danger but he hopes with all his heart
that the thug is caught soon because it s killing him to watch natasha
move on she s determined to forget the man who rejected her natasha
garrett has only ever been in love once with her brother s best friend
unfortunately gavin redford has decided he doesn t want her after all so
she will move on and forget about him even if her heart and body still
yearns for him even if her mind cannot stop thinking about him because
what choice does she have she cannot make gavin give his heart to her or
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can she the unforgettable ex can be read as a stand alone or as book 5
of the captured by love series the author recommends reading the books
in order to fully enjoy the series book 1 the unwilling executive lucas
renner and jade tully book 2 the unyielding bachelor rick donnelly and
lexie mead book 3 the undercover playboy carter garrett and cassie
stephens book 4 the unintended fiancé bradley mead and erin baker book 5
the unforgettable ex gavin redford and natasha garrett other books in
the series coming soon these books are for adults only they contain hot
sex scenes

The Unknown Billionaire (Captured by Love Book
6) 2016-09-25
rebecca andrews knows she is lucky to be hired as a private nurse for an
elderly lady who is going on a one month trip aboard a luxury cruise
ship but there s one big problem the client is the grandmother of her ex
boyfriend the guy she is still in love with but doesn t love her back
zach carmichael can t say no to his grandmother s plea to join her on a
month long cruise for her eightieth birthday but he doesn t expect his
spritely gran to bring two private nurses with her one of them happens
to be the woman who broke his heart the one he believes lied to him
about her feelings aboard a luxury liner their passion for each other
flares again is it just a temporary flame brought about by the romance
of being on a cruise how can they give love another chance when they re
both afraid to put their hearts back on the line each book in the time
for love series is a strong stand alone novel that would give you
enjoyment on its own to fully enjoy the series however the author
recommends reading them in order book 1 forever rebecca andrews and zach
carmichael book 2 finally sarah daley and jeff carmichael book 3 again
amanda payne and connor reid book 4 always brenna ward and ash payne
book 5 at last gemma aldwyn and greg carmichael

Always 2014-10-14
he doesn t care about the wealth and opportunity his father offers
racing car mechanic lucas renner never expected his biological father to
start acknowledging him as a son and only heir he bet the old man has
ulterior motives that has nothing to do with wanting to develop a
relationship with him he refuses to make contact with the man who has
rejected him all his life until his father s message is hand delivered
by a blushing beauty who stirred him in the right places she cares about
keeping her job jade tully thanks her lucky stars for her new role as
the personal assistant to a wealthy ceo heaven knows she needs it but
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she doesn t anticipate getting entangled in the personal conflict
between her eccentric boss and his extremely hunky son a man who rattles
her poise and melts her heart she wants to help bring father and son
together but if she continues to do her boss s bidding would she lose
lucas trust and her chance to capture his heart the unwilling executive
can be enjoyed as a stand alone or as part of the captured by love
series this book is for adults only it contains hot sexual scenes

The Unforgettable Ex (Captured by Love Book 5)
2016-02-24
how can derek be with the woman he loves when he has to stay with the
one he doesn t derek mccarthy won t rest until he proves that his
cunning uncle was responsible for his father s death but due to their
frosty relationship the only way he could get into his uncle s
properties to search for the evidence that could expose his uncle s
crimes is to keep pretending that he and the daughter of his uncle s
business partner are in love but his feelings for his friend bernadette
luna keep getting stronger so when an arrangement with his girlfriend in
name only enables him to date bernadette he grabs it with both hands
unfortunately he is soon faced with a heart breaking choice risk his
uncle discovering his ruse and destroying the evidence or risk losing
bernadette forever should bernadette follow her heart or listen to her
head bernadette luna has been secretly in love with derek mccarthy for
ages when derek finally shows his attraction to her she is ecstatic he
is truly the man of her dreams so when she discovers that derek might be
keeping secrets from her she has to make a decision follow her heart or
listen to her head problem is her heart has misled her many times before
especially when it comes to derek the unreal boyfriend can be read as a
stand alone or as book 9 of the captured by love series for better
enjoyment the author recommends reading the books in order book 1 the
unwilling executive lucas renner and jade tully book 2 the unyielding
bachelor rick donnelly and lexie mead book 3 the undercover playboy
carter garrett and cassie stephens book 4 the unintended fiance bradley
mead and erin baker book 5 the unforgettable ex gavin redford and
natasha garrett book 6 the unknown billionaire jarryd westbourne and
marilyn grant book 7 the unmasked ceo simon alexander and geri blaine
book 8 the unexpected husband tristan grant and paige shipton book 9 the
unreal boyfriend derek mccarthy and bernadette luna these books are for
adults only they contain hot sex scenes
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Forever (Time for Love Book 1) 2014-03-21
after being dumped for glamorous women by past boyfriends amanda payne
is convinced she just doesn t have it so when she stumbles upon a hunky
connor reid at a party she is forced to crash she is more surprised than
anyone when he ends up in her hotel room that night but that fantastic
experience turns into a hurtful situation the very next day after years
of travelling for his job connor reid is staying put in one place to
start his own business and hopefully find a special someone when women
he s never met before crash his work farewell party a quiet amanda
stands out for him but amanda s actions the day after indicates she
might not be different from her player friends when their paths cross
again not only are they surprised to discover that they have mutual
friends but that they also live in the same beachside suburb equally
shocking is the fact that their attraction for each other is still
unbelievably strong but do they have a future together when amanda
thinks connor is just playing a game and could connor convince amanda
that he is not the kind of man she thinks he is again is a steamy and
sexy novel that can be read as a stand alone however to enhance your
enjoyment of the time for love series the author recommends reading them
in order book 1 forever rebecca andrews and zachary carmichael book 2
finally sarah daley and jeffrey carmichael book 3 again amanda payne and
connor reid book 4 always brenna ward and ash payne coming soon book 5
at last gemma aldwyn and greg carmichael coming soon

The Unwilling Executive (Captured by Love Book
1) 2015-03-07
jarryd westbourne is shocked to have inherited a billion dollar fortune
from the mother who d given him up for adoption unfortunately business
complications force him to keep it a secret from everyone for a period
of time even from marilyn grant the woman he s crazy about when his
birth mother s husband suddenly challenges the will and accuses him of
foul play he ends his relationship with marilyn to protect her from any
scandal but can he ever win marilyn back if she discovers what he s been
hiding from her back cover

The Unreal Boyfriend (Captured by Love Book 9)
2017-11-17
a pact with her best friends has sarah daley promising to make time for
love after a long period of retreating from relationships but before she
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embarks on finding her happily ever after she wants to do something she
s never done before experience a short hot fling and the hunky jeffrey
carmichael grandson of the elderly lady who hires her as a private nurse
is the only guy who attracts her for that purpose jeffrey carmichael has
long discovered that flings not commitment are what works best for him
after being dumped by an ex fiancee shortly after the most devastating
period of his life he s decided that serious commitment isn t all it s
cracked up to be so when he is presented with an opportunity to start a
casual relationship with his grandmother s fun and pretty nurse he
simply can t resist when work commitments bring sarah and jeff together
at the carmichael s country hotel and adjoining vineyard love enters
uninvited but can they admit to wanting something more than temporary
and when jeff can t avoid welcoming his ex fiancee back into his life
can sarah push aside her ghosts of the past and learn to trust again
finally is a steamy and sexy novel that can be read as a stand alone
however to enhance your enjoyment of the time for love series the author
recommends reading them in order book 1 forever rebecca andrews and
zachary carmichael book 2 finally sarah daley and jeffrey carmichael
book 3 again amanda payne and connor reid book 4 always brenna ward and
ash payne coming soon book 5 at last gemma aldwyn and greg carmichael
coming soon

Again (Time for Love Book 3) 2014-08-02
if you love steamy protector romance preorder your copy of heroes with
heat and heart 4 arriving june 2024 a portion of the anthology proceeds
will be donated to wounded warrior charities

The Unknown Billionaire 2016
after being dumped for glamorous women by past boyfriends amanda payne
is convinced she just doesn t have it so when she stumbles upon a hunky
connor reid at a party she is forced to crash she is more surprised than
anyone when he ends up in her hotel room that night but that fantastic
experience turns into a hurtful situation the very next day after years
of travelling for his job connor reid is staying put in one place to
start his own business and hopefully find a special someone when women
he s never met before crash his work farewell party a quiet amanda
stands out for him but amanda s actions the day after indicates she
might not be different from her player friends when their paths cross
again not only are they surprised to discover that they have mutual
friends but that they also live in the same beachside suburb equally
shocking is the fact that their attraction for each other is still
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unbelievably strong but do they have a future together when amanda
thinks connor is just playing a game and could connor convince amanda
that he is not the kind of man she thinks he is again is a steamy and
sexy novel that can be read as a stand alone but to fully enjoy the time
for love series the author recommends reading them in order book 1
forever rebecca andrews and zachary carmichael book 2 finally sarah
daley and jeffrey carmichael book 3 again amanda payne and connor reid
book 4 always brenna ward and ash payne coming soonbook 5 at last gemma
aldwyn and greg carmichael coming soon

Finally (Time for Love Book 2) 2014-05-25
can tristan afford to trust the woman he wants tristan grant s
entertainment venues are now the most popular in the country but his
success has come at a price larry and debbie shipton his main
competitors are resorting to sabotage to regain their number one
position but that s not the most shocking news the woman he had a one
night stand with claims she s pregnant with his baby the problem is he
can t afford to trust her because her name is paige shipton and she is
larry and debbie s daughter too bad he didn t know that before he slept
with paige but he s determined not to make any more mistakes when it
comes to dealing with the devious shiptons if only he can find a way to
stop being so attracted to paige can paige save her heart from being
irreparably broken paige shipton is going ahead with her pregnancy it
doesn t matter that the father is tristan grant the man who accuses her
of deception simply because of who her parents are she wants the baby
and she s prepared to raise it alone when she tells tristan he doesn t
need to be involved his answer surprises her and she soon finds herself
falling deeply for the man determined to ruin the shipton name with the
conflict between tristan and her parents escalating to destructive
heights can paige avoid getting her heart irreparably broken the
unexpected husband can be read as a standalone for better enjoyment of
the series the author recommends reading the books in order book 1 the
unwilling executive lucas renner and jade tully book 2 the unyielding
bachelor rick donnelly and lexie mead book 3 the undercover playboy
carter garrett and cassie stephens book 4 the unintended fiancé bradley
mead and erin baker book 5 the unforgettable ex gavin redford and
natasha garrett book 6 the unknown billionaire jarryd westbourne and
marilyn grant book 7 the unmasked ceo simon alexander and geri blaine
book 8 the unexpected husband tristan grant and paige shipton
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Heroes with Heat and Heart 4 2024-06-26
how can derek be with the woman he loves when he has to stay with the
one he doesn t derek mccarthy won t rest until he proves that his
cunning uncle was responsible for his father s death but due to their
frosty relationship the only way he could get into his uncle s
properties to search for the evidence that could expose his well
respected uncle s crimes is to keep pretending that he and the daughter
of his uncle s business partner are in love but his feelings for his
friend bernadette luna keep getting stronger so when an arrangement with
his girlfriend in name only enables him to date bernadette he grabs it
with both hands unfortunately he is soon faced with a heart breaking
choice risk his uncle discovering his ruse and destroying the evidence
or risk losing bernadette forever should bernadette follow her heart or
listen to her head bernadette luna has been secretly in love with derek
mccarthy for ages when derek finally shows his attraction to her she is
ecstatic he is truly the man of her dreams but when she discovers that
derek might be keeping secrets from her she has to make a decision
follow her heart or listen to her head problem is her heart has misled
her many times before especially when it comes to derek the unreal
boyfriend can be read as a standalone for better enjoyment of the
captured by love series the author recommends reading the books in order
book 1 the unwilling executive lucas renner and jade tully book 2 the
unyielding bachelor rick donnelly and lexie mead book 3 the undercover
playboy carter garrett and cassie stephens book 4 the unintended fiancé
bradley mead and erin baker book 5 the unforgettable ex gavin redford
and natasha garrett book 6 the unknown billionaire jarryd westbourne and
marilyn grant book 7 the unmasked ceo simon alexander and geri blaine
book 8 the unexpected husband tristan grant and paige shipton book 9 the
unreal boyfriend derek mccarthy and bernadette luna

Again (Time for Love Book 3) 2014
last year gemma aldwyn roped her four best friends into making a new
year s resolution to make the first move on potential happily ever after
guys and break their run of being dateless for five new year s eves in a
row with time fast running out gemma is yet to find a man to kiss when
the clock strikes twelve on january first problem is she only wants the
handsome and wealthy greg carmichael mr commitment phobic greg
carmichael isn t against commitment as long as it doesn t involve him
with beautiful women vying for his attention during his stay at one of
his family s luxury resorts greg isn t short of female admirers but it s
his friend gemma aldwyn that he finds himself lusting after
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unfortunately gemma isn t into casual relationships so sleeping with her
was out of the question when gemma s safety and privacy is unexpectedly
threatened she accepts the offer to hide out in the secluded carmichael
resort where greg is staying with this chance to get closer to greg can
gemma find the courage to expose her heart to great hurt and can greg
give up his bachelor lifestyle to embrace the true gem waiting for him
before he loses her altogether at last is a steamy and sexy novel that
can be read as a stand alone but to fully enjoy the time for love series
the author recommends reading them in order book 1 forever rebecca
andrews and zach carmichael book 2 finally sarah daley and jeff
carmichael book 3 again amanda payne and connor reid book 4 always
brenna ward and ash payne book 5 at last gemma aldwyn and greg
carmichael these books are for adults only they contain hot sexual
content

The Unexpected Husband 2017
to save his long lost brother from the clutches of a criminal syndicate
jaxon has to endanger the life of the woman he is assigned to protect
but how can he betray the one person who wants to give him her whole
heart jaxon caine refuses to respond to holly stirling s flirtations no
matter how attracted he is to the superstar singer dating her means
being dragged into the limelight and he can t stomach the thought of
subjecting holly to the kind of scrutiny she s bound to get if his
family secrets are uncovered but when his long lost brother suddenly
shows up as holly s bodyguard jaxon is thrown into holly s space he is
assigned by the indie rebels a covert crime fighting group to
investigate his brother but this assignment means endangering holly can
he forgive himself if anything happens to her holly stirling is one of
the most fortunate women on the planet with her successful career and
legions of fans but when it comes to love her heart keeps getting broken
it s no different with jaxon caine who continues to reject her to her
surprise though jaxon seems jealous of her new bodyguard could it be he
s interested after all as holly and jaxon become closer the threat
against her grows forcing jaxon to choose between his duty and his heart
jaxon the assignment can be read as a standalone novel or as book 2 of
the indie rebels series where steamy heart melting romance meets danger
mystery and suspense indie rebels series each book can be enjoyed as a
standalone book 1 xavier the contract book 2 jaxon the assignment book 3
bryce the project
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The Unreal Boyfriend 2017
he arranges a fake engagement to win against his business rival bradley
mead has one overriding goal to succeed over his fiercest business enemy
to boost his chances of winning a lucrative contract over his competitor
he must first assure his potential client that he is not after the
client s new wife a woman he used to date and who still loves to flirt
with him to aid his cause he asks erin baker his sister s beautiful best
friend to be his pretend fiancée but erin soon becomes a pawn for his
archrival s underhanded tactics and he finds himself torn between
winning in business and following the dictates of his heart she doesn t
expect to fall for her fake fiancé erin baker believes she is now immune
from bradley mead s charms after all her secret crush for him when she
was still a teenager is long gone when an ex boyfriend becomes a new
work colleague and starts annoying her accepting brad s proposition to
be his fake fiancée for a short time seems like a great idea until she
discovers that she s been lying to herself about her feelings for him
can she ever win the heart of the man who has never loved her back and
shows no intention of ever doing so the unintended fiancé can be read as
a stand alone or as book 4 of the captured by love series the author
recommends reading the books in order to fully enjoy the series book 1
the unwilling executive lucas renner and jade tully book 2 the
unyielding bachelor rick donnelly and lexie mead book 3 the undercover
playboy carter garrett and cassie stephens book 4 the unintended fiancé
bradley mead and erin baker book 5 the unforgettable ex gavin redford
and natasha garrett coming soon other books in the series coming soon

At Last (Time for Love Book 5) 2014-12-14
he cannot let love get in the way of work undercover detective carter
garrett is required to play the role of a cash strapped playboy to solve
an important case when cassie stephens his sister s beautiful friend
starts working in the art gallery owned by a suspect his growing
feelings for her threaten to blow his cover he mustn t let cassie in on
the secret it could ruin his team s best chance at catching a group of
criminals whose leader could very well be cassie s new boss but when
cassie gets embroiled in the case his heart joins in on the action a
dangerous situation he cannot allow to persist her work places her in
his way cassie stephens is ecstatic to land a high paying job with perks
anyone would envy to her further delight her new boss has business
dealings with the charming carter garrett her flatmate s hunky brother
things between her and carter heat up with surprising speed but being
aware of carter s playboy ways she orders herself not to dream of a
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future with him until her new boss shares a secret about carter she wasn
t at all expecting what was more her incredibly kind boss insists on
helping her win carter however way she can the undercover playboy can be
read as a stand alone or as book 3 of the captured by love series the
author recommends reading the books in order to fully enjoy the series
book 1 the unwilling executive lucas renner and jade tully book 2 the
unyielding bachelor rick donnelly and lexie mead book 3 the undercover
playboy carter garrett and cassie stephens book 4 the unintended fiance
bradley mead and erin baker other books in the series coming soon these
books are for adults only they contain hot sex scenes

Jaxon 2018-05-11
he has to stay away from her thirty year old entrepreneur rick donnelly
is under contract to remain unattached until his fifteen year old half
sister turns twenty one if he breaks the rules not only will he have to
hand over the management of his half sister s substantial inheritance to
his reckless stepmother but he ll also have to transfer twenty percent
ownership of his company to the untrustworthy woman when the tempting
lexie mead decides to knock down his heart s defenses he finds himself
in danger of breaking the contract s strict conditions something he
simply cannot afford to do she intends to win his heart twenty six year
old lexie mead has long had feelings for the hunky rick donnelly tired
of being treated as just another one of his friends she sets out to win
his heart from prettier and more aggressive women admirers but rick has
complications to deal with and enemies who will do anything to see him
fail she doesn t want him to lose the things he s worked hard to keep
but how can they have a future together when she is forced to walk away
and rick can t ask her to stay the unyielding bachelor can be enjoyed as
a stand alone novel or as book 2 of the captured by love series the
author recommends reading the books in order to fully enjoy the series
book 1 the unwilling executive lucas renner and jade tully book 2 the
unyielding bachelor rick donnelly and lexie mead book 3 the undercover
playboy carter garrett and cassie stephens book 4 the unintended fiance
bradley mead and erin baker book 5 the unforgettable ex gavin redford
and natasha garrett book 6 the unknown billionaire jarryd westbourne and
marilyn grant book 7 the unmasked ceo simon alexander and geri blaine
book 8 the unexpected husband coming soon these books are for adults
only they contain hot sex scenes

The Unintended Fiance (Captured by Love Book 4)
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2015-10-11
he breaks the heart of the woman he loves to keep her safe private
detective gavin redford has a very dangerous enemy intent on revenge
when that criminal threatens the life of any woman he falls in love with
he has no choice but to break up with natasha garrett his best friend s
sister and the woman who means the world to him no question about it he
d rather lose her than put her in danger but he hopes with all his heart
that the thug is caught soon because it s killing him to watch natasha
move on she s determined to forget the man who rejected her natasha
garrett has only ever been in love once with her brother s best friend
unfortunately gavin redford has decided he doesn t want her after all so
she will move on and forget about him even if her heart and body still
yearns for him even if her mind cannot stop thinking about him because
what choice does she have she cannot make gavin give his heart to her or
can she the unforgettable ex can be enjoyed as a stand alone or as book
3 of the captured by love series the author recommends reading the books
in order to fully enjoy the series book 1 the unwilling executive lucas
renner and jade tully book 2 the unyielding bachelor rick donnelly and
lexie mead book 3 the undercover playboy carter garrett and cassie
stephens book 4 the unintended fiance bradley mead and erin baker book 5
the unforgettable ex gavin redford and natasha garrett book 6 the
unknown billionaire jarryd westbourne and marilyn grant book 7 the
unmasked ceo simon alexander and geri blaine book 8 the unexpected
husband coming soon these books are for adults only they contain hot sex
scenes

First book of records of the town of
Pepperellborough now the city of Saco; printed
by vote of the City council, March 18, 1895
1896-01-01

The Undercover Playboy (Captured by Love Book 3)
2015-07-07

The Unyielding Bachelor 2015
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The Unforgettable Ex 2016
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